DEFEND™ Finish is only available on our exclusive DECORATIVE BASICS collection of patterns.

DEFEND™ Protective Coating is a cleanable, durable, water and oil repellent finish, that is cured onto the fibre while still retaining the original textured, fabric-like surface characteristics, breathability and hand of the fabric.

The DEFEND™ finish also incorporates antimicrobial properties, which inhibits the growth of bacteria and fungus on the fabric.

DEFEND™ imparts properties of a moisture barrier to the fabric giving ultra-high liquid repellency, while still retaining breathability and hand.

DEFEND™ is ideal for use in restaurants and food service areas where maximum abrasion resistance and easy removal of nasty food-born stains are of primary importance. Fabric for medical/incontinent applications require the ultra-high liquid repellency of the DEFEND™ finish in order to perform adequately.

Fabrics treated with DEFEND™ can be cleaned with a mild solution of soap and water, (pre-testing is advised), or spot cleaned with individual solvents, (but must be thoroughly pre-tested to determine suitability - do not saturate).

DEFEND™ not only lasts the expected life of the fabric, it extends it.